Hydrogen delivered as liquid is a fueling solution for moderate to heavy users that typically includes a monthly fee, but often with lower cost per kilogram of hydrogen versus delivered gas.¹

With this option, the supplier’s infrastructure costs are frequently included as part of a monthly fee and needed equipment is delivered, installed and maintained by the fuel provider.¹ Fuel storage tanks are monitored via telemetry for automatic fuel replenishment.

- Good option for moderate to heavy users²
- Turnkey single-source fueling solution
- Options to purchase infrastructure
- Provides greater capacity for “mission critical” applications

There are often additional options that include direct purchase of fueling infrastructure, but choices and pricing varies by provider.

Delivered liquid is often best for fleets where savings on fuel volumes outweighs the flat monthly fee or quickly amortizes the cost of infrastructure purchased.

To learn more about delivered hydrogen liquid providers in your area², other fueling options, or the productivity advantages of Nuvera® fuel cells, please contact your local authorized Yale® dealer.
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¹ Individual operations, included materials and pricing may vary by supplier. The information provided is based on pricing as of February 2019.

² Selecting the best fuel option is a highly-prescriptive process that involves a variety of fleet, operational and geographic factors.